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Pandamoon Publishing and Author Nola Nash
Inks Contract for Two New Series
Austin, TX – 11/15/18 – Pandamoon Publishing is proud to announce the signing of a contract with author Nola Nash
for two new series: TRAVELER and SYLVIE’S PEN. Nash is already under contract for her debut Pandamoon novel
CRESCENT CITY MOON, a mystery which is also the first of a series.
“We are absolutely in love with Nola’s stories. Her work uses settings like her
beloved New Orleans, to great effect, borrowing from unique history, diverse
culture, voodoo magic, romantic mystique and, of course, local legend and mystery
to weave intricate tapestries of images, sights and sounds. The reader is immersed
in the place along with the characters in an unforgettable and endearing way.” said
Zara Kramer, Publisher of Pandamoon Publishing.
TRAVELER is magical realism/contemporary fantasy with a pinch of history and
mystery. With changing rich settings, and characters (including a narrator) who
tend to say exactly what’s on their minds, this mystical globe-trotting adventure
spins through time and space. Shelby Starling is a train-wreck with a dream jobtraveling the world writing promo material for Pioneer Tours, all the while hiding
cracks in her armor behind a solid wall of snark and Chianti.
SYLVIE’S PEN, the first book in the series, is a sassy romance set in the decadent backdrop of the French Quarter of
the 1850s. When a levee break and a flooded sugar cane plantation shake the financial foundation of New Orleans
socialite Sylvie Dubois, the young widow puts her dress-making talents to work making ends meet. Inspired by the
wagging tongues of her clients, Sylvie pens a steamy story that weaves her rapier wit, parlor gossip, and just enough
fiction to thinly veil the identities of the French Quarter elite.
“I’m thrilled to have two more series launching with Pandamoon Publishing,” said Nola Nash. “It’s been such a treat
writing in different genres and having the opportunity to tell the stories I really want to tell. Pandamoon has been so
enthusiastic about letting those stories find their voice and audience. As a writer, I’m glad to have found a place
where I can stretch my literary wings and have some fun!”
Pandamoon Publishing focuses on publishing quality and unique fiction works and distributes them through
Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Kobo, and Ingram, as well as other book distributors and bookstores worldwide, including
Powell's and Books-A-Million. Headquartered in Austin, Texas, Pandamoon Publishing is dedicated to growing good
ideas into great reads…one book at a time. Review copies of our books are available to journalists and qualified
reviewers through our media contact. Learn more at www.pandamoonpublishing.com.
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